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Findings and Recommendations:  

Findings:  

- Provincial department websites do not have updated annual reports frustrating 

oversight over the conditional grant trends.  

- Eastern Cape Department of Health (ECDoH’s) provincial quarterly statements are not 

available on the provincial department’s websites. This too makes oversight difficult. 

-  The national and provincial departments of health release annual reports wherein they 

report on programme and sub-programme spending and performance. The annual 

reports do not report on all the conditional grants outlining what spending and 

performance has been for the financial year. This frustrates oversight and reporting.  

Recommendations:  

- Department annual reports must outline the true position of conditional grants. Where 

there has been no spending on conditional grants, this must be outlined. There must 

also be a true and updated reflection of conditional grant performance information at a 

provincial level.  

- Provincial departments must continuously upload updated annual reports onto 

provincial websites on a monthly basis to ensure that expenditure data is readily 

available. 

- Given that the National Treasury’s Guide for Accounting Officers Public Finance 

Management Act 2000 outlines that Departments and the Auditor General must 

cooperate to ensure that annual reports are finalized within five months of the year-

end. This will include coordinating interim audits and ensuring that financial and other 

records are readily available for auditing at year-end- departments are required to have 

updated annual reports available for accountability.   

mailto:psam-admin@ru.ac.za
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/guidelines/Accounting%20Officers%20Guide%20to%20the%20PFMA.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/guidelines/Accounting%20Officers%20Guide%20to%20the%20PFMA.pdf
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Findings:  

There have been underspending and overspending of conditional grants during the 2018/19 

financial year.  

Recommendations:  

- Where there has been over/underspending of provincial conditional grants, the Select 

Committee on Appropriation’s must invite the provincial executive to explain the poor 

expenditure of conditional grants. This is in accordance with section 32 monthly reports 

of National Treasury.  

- The provincial executive must be asked to submit reports on remedial action to be 

taken to improve grant performance and expenditure. This is in line with the 

committees mandate in section 4(3) of the Money Bills Act No.09 of 2009 (As amended 

in 2018). The report outlining the reasons for the poor performance and expenditure 

must be published on the national, provincial treasury and legislature’s websites.  

- Provincial Legislature Committees must track conditional grant spending as part of 

their monitoring and oversight to determine is conditional grants are being spent 

according to plans.  

 

Findings:  

Conditional grant spending and performance information at a national and provincial level is 

not readily available or complete. While the National Treasury publishes section 32 Provincial 

Financial Publication provincial in-year publications and quarterly statements of receipts and 

payments which look at the vote and programme spending in the 1st – 4th quarters, this 

information does not include quarterly spending information for some conditional grants.  

Recommendations:  

- Given that the National Treasury’s Guide for Accounting Officers Public Finance 

Management Act 2000 outlines that monthly reports must be submitted within 15 days 

of month end by the accounting officers containing information on actual expenditure 

on any conditional grants under DORA- provincial in-year publications must report on 

the quarterly suspending of all conditional grants.  

- The National Treasury’s Guide to Accounting officers outlines in relation to quarterly 

reports that “every quarter, the national Treasury will publish a statement in the 

Government Gazette detailing the revenue and expenditure of each of the ten revenue 

funds”. This will cover actual performance against the budget for each vote and 

information on grants made under the Division of Revenue Act must be reported in 

terms of that Act”- there is an obligation for these reports to be published.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/guidelines/Accounting%20Officers%20Guide%20to%20the%20PFMA.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/guidelines/Accounting%20Officers%20Guide%20to%20the%20PFMA.pdf
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Introduction:  

The South African Constitution commits government departments to the progressive 

realization of various socio-economic rights within available resources. These rights include 

the right to healthcare, housing and social welfare1. The PSAM defines social accountability 

as the obligation by public officials and private service providers to justify their performance in 

progressively addressing rights via the provision of effective public services.  

To realize rights through the delivery of public services, state for management of public 

resources must implement effective accountability and service delivery systems. This must be 

done in their management of public resources. These include planning and resource allocation 

systems; expenditure management systems; performance monitoring systems; integrity 

systems and oversight systems. The effectiveness of these systems requires the monitoring 

of their information outputs. To evaluate these systems, the PSAM has developed a set of 

evidence-based tools for monitoring the information produced annually by each system. 

The Constitution of South Africa affirms the right to healthcare in section 272 (hereinafter 

referred to as s27). Section 27 guarantees the right to health care placing an obligation on the 

Government to take legislative and other measures to progressively realize this right. This 

must be done within its available resources. 

The Government has continued endeavors to realize the right to healthcare in South Africa. 

However, there continues to be inequalities and imbalances between private and public health 

services, between provinces and between rural and urbans areas3 . In addition, factors- such 

as population, equity, finance and financial protection, health-seeking behavior, infrastructure, 

water and sanitation, influences access to healthcare4. 

In South Africa, funds allocated to conditional grants are made to provinces and municipalities 

to achieve particular national government policy objectives. This mechanism is especially 

important as the Constitution provides for equal access to basic public services- including 

health, education, water and welfare5. 

This expenditure tracking report focuses on healthcare services as a Constitutional right and 

seeks to determine measures that have been taken by the ECDOH to progressively realize 

this right through its effective and efficient use of public funds.  

The objective of the analysis is to track national and provincial conditional grants to determine:  

1. Whether the ECDOH utilizes the allocated funds for the progressive realization of the right 

to access healthcare services optimally; and  

                                                           
1 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1996, Chapter 2, Sections 26, 27 and 29. 
2 Ibid. 
3 A background to health law and human rights in South Africa, P.5 (accessed on 1 November 2018 at 
http://www.section27.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/Chapter1.pdf ) P6.  
4 Ibid P.25 
5 Vulekamali SA Online Budget Data (Accessed on 4 November 2020 at 
https://vulekamali.gov.za/datasets/frameworks-for-conditional-grants-to-provinces/2018-19-national-health-
insurance-indirect-grant-framework-health-facility-component ) 

https://www.gov.za/documents/constitution-republic-south-africa-1996
http://www.section27.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/Chapter1.pdf
https://vulekamali.gov.za/datasets/frameworks-for-conditional-grants-to-provinces/2018-19-national-health-insurance-indirect-grant-framework-health-facility-component
https://vulekamali.gov.za/datasets/frameworks-for-conditional-grants-to-provinces/2018-19-national-health-insurance-indirect-grant-framework-health-facility-component
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2. Whether public resources are effectively managed, financial controls adhered to and if not, 

whether the department has given enough justification and explanation as to why the funds 

allocated where not used optimally in meeting service delivery objectives. 

 

Conditional Grants- setting the scene:  

Conditional Grants were issued to enable standard levels of service provision, compensate 

for services that cross provincial boundaries, and address backlogs and regional disparities in 

economic and social infrastructure6.  

Chen et al have outlined that “from 2003 to 2009, South Africa used 25 different types of 

conditional grants that focused on infrastructure and capacity building. The country’s 

conditional granting system did not gather necessary information for planning, budgeting, 

monitoring, and ensuring accountability of public funds such as non-financial data reporting or 

performance and value for money data. Poor provincial and district government involvement 

in the development and budgeting of grants led to a mismatch between needs and resources. 

A review of the system also found that allocations were sporadic and infrequent, limiting the 

efficacy and relevance of conditional grants”7.  

Recently, conditional grants have been used to transfer funding to provinces and 

municipalities to allow them to achieve national government policy objectives. The financial 

and Fiscal Commission outlined that “conditional grants, which were applied judiciously, well 

designed and implemented, are crucial fiscal levers for national development”8. 

In the Financial and Fiscal Commissions (FFC) 1995 Framework Document, presented to the 

Division of Revenue, the FFC outlined the need to use conditional grants sparingly. This was 

important in order to protect the integrity of the country’s intergovernmental fiscal 

arrangements and not to compromise the institutional accountability flowing from fiscal 

decentralization9. The FFC submitted a 10-year review of conditional fiscal transfers to 

provincial governments and municipalities ranging from 2000/01- 2009/10. In its review, the 

FFC found that there has been an evolution in the way that conditional grants have been 

applied. This evolution was a response to the perception of failure by municipalities and 

provinces to prioritize national priorities. Over the ten-year review period, conditional grants 

merged into the equitable share and into other conditional grants while a few were 

terminated10.  

Conditional grants are meant to influence the fiscal decisions of the sub-national government. 

They are relevant where the Constitution de-centralizes the delivery of public services like 

health, education, water and welfare and support and encourage defined projects such as 

infrastructure or administration. The South African conditional grant system makes provisions 

for three types of conditional grants- supplementary, specific-purpose and in-kinds allocations:  

                                                           
6 Chen, A., A. Mulaki, T. Williamson. 2014. Incentivizing Performance: Conditional Grants in Kenya’s Health 
System. Washington, DC: Futures Group, Health Policy Project P.5 (Accessed on 4 November 2020 at 
https://www.healthpolicyproject.com/pubs/292_KenyaConditionalGrantsreportFINAL.pdf ).  
7 Ibid.  
8 Financial and Fiscal Commission 2014/15 Submission for the Division of Revenue May 2013 (accessed on 6 
November 2020 at https://ffc.co.za/images/testfolder/FFC_Submission_2014-15.pdf ) 
9 Ibid.  
10 Ibid.  

https://www.healthpolicyproject.com/pubs/292_KenyaConditionalGrantsreportFINAL.pdf
https://ffc.co.za/images/testfolder/FFC_Submission_2014-15.pdf
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- Schedule 4 conditional grants are allocations to provinces and municipalities to 

supplement the funding of programmes or functions funded from provincial and 

municipal budgets. 

- Schedule 5 type grants are allocations made for specific purposes of national interest, 

without a requirement for additional funds from provincial and municipal own budgets. 

- Schedule 6 type grants are also specific purpose in-kind allocations to provinces and 

municipalities for designated special programmes. 

- Part A of Schedule 7 type grants are specific allocations that may be released to 

provinces and municipalities to fund disaster response, in terms of the Disaster 

Management Act, 2002 (Act No.57 of 2002)11. 

 

Conditional Grants –Framework (Health):  

Provincial  

The framework for conditional grants outlines the grants set out in Schedule 4, Part A; 

Schedule 5, Part A; Schedule 6, Part A; and Schedule 7, Part A of the 2020 Division of 

Revenue Bill.  

Conditional grants are further divided into subcategories- conditional grants under schedule 5 

and 6 and further divide into schedule 5A, B, schedule 6A, and B. Under section 6B, 

conditional grant are indirect conditional grants that are made directly to the municipalities. 

The funding is kept with the national government and is administered on behalf of the 

Municipality for municipal projects. Schedule 5B conditional grants are paid directly to the 

municipality for municipalities to carry out their own projects12.  

Schedule 6A conditional grants are indirect grants to the provinces- the grants like the grants 

under schedule 6B are held by the national government and provincial projects are 

administered on behalf of the provinces by the national government. This is different from 

schedule 5A conditional grants, which are transferred to the provinces allowing them to carry 

out their own projects13.  

As mentioned, conditional grants are aimed at achieving specific goals so there are various 

ways in which the performance of conditional grants can be measured in determining the 

extent to which the grants are able to achieve their goals. Conditional grants performance can 

be measures in the following ways14:  

- Measure of service delivery in which the availability of services is considered in 

determining achievement of goals.  

- Expenditure performance which includes looking at the expenditure that has been 

allocated for a specific function to determine if it has been sufficiently and efficiently 

utilized to achieve said function.  

 

                                                           
11 Ibid P.  
12 S Mtantano, S Peters A Review of Direct and Indirect Conditional Grants in South Africa – Case Study of 
Selected Conditional Grants Fiscal and Finance Commission P.9  
13 Ibid.  
14 Ibid.  

file:///C:/Users/s1300014/Downloads/2015_Policy_Brief_3_Direct_and_Indirect_Grants_a_Case_Study_of_Selected_Grants%20(4).pdf
file:///C:/Users/s1300014/Downloads/2015_Policy_Brief_3_Direct_and_Indirect_Grants_a_Case_Study_of_Selected_Grants%20(4).pdf
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Health Conditional Grant allocations- Health15:  

Table 2: National- transferred under Vote 16:  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 Estimates of National Expenditure 2020/21 P. 272 

Adjusted 

appropriate 

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23

- - 289 288 288 840 300 089  311 147

- 200 000 157 200 - - -

- - 90 425 117 198 111 188 117 027

- - 1 500 000 2 384 000 2 582 500  2 722 790

- 17 577 737 19 921 697 - - -

10 846 778 11 676 145 12 400 703 14 068 863 14 694 223 15 293 501 

2 631 849 2 784 496 3 846 124 4 154 604 4 333 452 4 493 852

- - - 222 816 235 071  243 810 

- - 19 963 270 21 151 199 24 241 222  25 521 136

- - 485 300 511 989 540 151 568 516

- - - - 110 355  115 652

- - - - 110 355  115 652 

5 684 495 6 057 202 6 006 973 6 367 652 6 658 028  7 033 913 

31 885 731  35 306 896 39 517 135 42 899 509 47 258 606 49 503 083Total: 

HIV, TB, malaria and community  

outreach grant: Mental health  

services component

HIV, TB, malaria and community  

outreach grant: Oncology  

services  component 

Health facility revitalisation  

grant  (direct) 

R' 000

Medium term expenditure 

outcomes: 

HIV, TB, malaria and community  

outreach grant: HIV and AIDS  

HIV, TB, malaria and community  

outreach grant: TB component 

Vote transfer and subsidies trends and estimates: 

Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and  

TB  conditional grant

National tertiary services grant 

Statutory human resources,   

training  and development grant
HIV, TB, malaria and   

community  

outreach grant: Human  

papillomavirus vaccine  

component 

Audited outcomes:

National Health Insurance Grant 

Human papillomavirus vaccine   

grant

HIV, TB, malaria and  

community  

outreach grant: Malaria eliminat

ion  component 
HIV, TB, malaria and  

community outreach grant:  

Community outreach  

services component 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2020/ene/FullENE.pdf
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In his 2017/18 report on the outcome of the audits conducted at all national and provincial 

government departments and state-owned enterprises in compliance with the Public Service 

Management Act (PFMA), the Auditor General outlined that conditional grants stem from 

government’s vision and priorities as articulated in the MTSF. This vision focuses on placing 

the economy on a qualitatively different path that ensures rapid sustainable growth, higher 

investments, increased employment, reduced inequality and the deracialization16 of the 

economy.  

Conditional grants are provided to provincial departments to: 

 reduce the concentration of people in urban areas (Comprehensive Agricultural 

Support Programme grant and Human Settlements Development grant)  

 increase adequate infrastructure (Education Infrastructure grant, Provincial Roads 

Maintenance grant and Health Facility Revitalization grant)  

 Improve skills (HIV and Aids grant, EPWP Integrated grant for provinces and social 

sector EPWP Incentive grant for provinces)17. 

Sections 227(1) (a) and (b) the Constitution18 state that local government (and each province) 

is entitled to an equitable share and may receive other allocations from national government 

revenue, either conditionally or unconditionally.  

Conditional grants are either direct or indirect. Direct conditional grants are transferred directly 

to a province or municipality must be used for the stated purpose and comply with stipulated 

conditions and reporting. Indirect grants, work differently in that a national sector department 

or public entity performs a function on behalf of a municipality or province resulting in no funds 

being transferred19. 

 

                                                           
16 Elimination of distinctive racial qualities – Merriam Webster Dictionaries  
17 Auditor General Consolidated General Report on national and provincial spending outcomes 2017/18 P. 124 
18 Act 104 of 1996.  
19 Financial and Fiscal Commission Chapter 3 A review of direct and indirect conditional grants –The case of 
selected conditional grants submission to the 2016/17 division of revenue P. 48 

https://www.agsa.co.za/Reporting/PFMAReports/PFMA2018-2019.aspx
https://www.gov.za/documents/constitution-republic-south-africa-1996
file:///C:/Users/s1300014/Downloads/2016-2017_Chapter_3_Review_of_Direct_and_Indirect_Conditional_Grants%20(4).pdf
file:///C:/Users/s1300014/Downloads/2016-2017_Chapter_3_Review_of_Direct_and_Indirect_Conditional_Grants%20(4).pdf
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Eastern Cape Province:  

Table 3: Health Conditional Grant spending and performance20: 

 

                                                           
20 Eastern Cape Department of Health Annual report 2017/18, 2018/19 and 2019/20.  

Allocation Expenditure Allocation Expenditure Allocation Expenditure Allocation Expenditure 

2 050 454 2 042 315 2 105 798 2 103 651 2 397 703 2 393 309 2 667 462 712 420

652 422 636 286 664 570 664 570 784 988 964 339 669 533 67 780

229 367 226 652 242 392 242 191 253 131 unreported - -

895 782 893 688 944 744 940 727 995 438 unreported 1 080 846 -

7 723 6 221 - - 45 333 39 443 45 262 -

- - 33 471 33 467 35 345 28 238 - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - -

- - - - 58 253 134 264 - -

- - - - - - 366 523 98 146

3 835 748 3 805 162 3 990 975 3 984 606 4 570 191 3 559 593 4 829 626 878 346

Expanded Public 

Works Programme- 

Integrated

Underspent

/ overspent 

2019/20 2020/21 (first quarter)

Conditional grant financial performance

R'000

Underspent

/ overspent 

2017/18

Underspent/ 

overspent 

2018/19

-

HIV, TB, Malaria 

and Community 

Outreach grants, 

previously 

comprehensive 

HIV/AIDS & TB 

Grant 

Health Facility 

Revitalisation 

Grant

Health 

Professional, 

Training And 

Development 
National Tertiary 

Services Grant
National Health 

Insurance 

Human 

Papillomavirus 

8 139

16 136

2 715

2 094

1 502

-

-

Expanded Public 

Works Programme- 

Social Sector

 Human Resources 

Capacitation Grant

Statutory Human 

Resources and 

Health Professions 

Training and 

Development 

2 147

0

201

4 017

-

4 394

-179 411

-

-

5 890

-2 893

Total: 30 586 6 365 268 559

-

-

-76 011

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

http://www.echealth.gov.za/index.php/document-library/annual-reports/category/5-annual-reports
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Conditional Grant allocation, expenditure and performance:  

The ECDoH’s 2019/20 Annual Report was not yet available at the time of compiling this report. 

This means that the relevant audited expenditure data was not available. This section 

therefore tracks expenditure between the 2018/19 financial year with an outline of spending 

to date for the 2019/20 financial year.  

In its 2018/19 annual report, the ECDoH reported on conditional grant performance and 

spending but focused on certain conditional grants begging the questions of whether there 

was any spending on the other conditional grants. The Division of Revenue Act stipulates that 

conditional grant allocations that are unspent by the end of the financial year must revert to 

the National Revenue Fund21. Where funds have been unspent and returned to the National 

Revenue Fund, there must be a clear indication of this in the departments reporting. Due to 

the lack of performance reporting on some conditional grants, the following conditional grants 

will be tracked from their allocation to their expenditure and performance outlining what was 

achieved from utilized funds:  

 Health Professional training and Development Grant  

 Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB Grant  

 National Tertiary Services Grant  

 Health Facilities Revitalization Grant  

 Human Papilloma Vaccine Grant 

Already in 2018, conditional grants faced reductions. In the 2018 budget review, “reductions 

to conditional grants focusing on infrastructure were made due to the increase in spending 

pressure to supply various services to the population that continue to increase”. Conditional 

grants reduction amounted to R 3.7 billion over the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework 

2019-2021(MTEF)22.  

Chart 4- Conditional Grant Allocation vs Expenditure (Eastern Cape Province):  

 

                                                           
21 Section 22 (1) of the Division of Revenue Act 16 of 2019.  
22 Chapter 6-Division of Revenue and spending by provinces and municipalities (accessed on 12 November at 
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/Chapter%206.pdf ) P. 69 and 72 

242 392

242 191

2 105 798

2 103 652

944 744

940 727

664 570

664 571

33 471

33 469

0 500 000 1 000 000 1 500 000 2 000 000 2 500 000

Allocated

Expenditrure

2018/19-R'000

Human Papilloma Vaccine Grant

Health Facilities Revitilisation Grant

National Tertiary Services Grant

Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB Grant

Health Professional training and Development Grant

https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/Acts/2020/Act_4_of_2020_Division_of_Revenue_Act.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/Chapter%206.pdf
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As outlined in table 4 and in the 2018/19 financial year, the health professionals training and 

development grant underspent R 201 000 of the R 242 million allocated for year in question. 

The department outlined the delay in the supply and delivery of specialized medical equipment 

as the reasons behind the failure of the department to spend the allocated budget. While the 

department was able to give some indication of the outputs achieved, the difficulty in 

determining whether the grants effectively carried out the conditions attached becomes 

difficult due to there not being any objectives from which to measure readily published for 

public consideration.  For example, in the department’s annual report, the department reports 

that the 43 registrars appointed under the grant were replacements as there was no funding 

to appoint new registrars. The report fails to outline how many registrars they department had 

planned on appointing, where in the province they were supposed to be place, their mandate 

and where would they would be placed etc. 23.  

The national tertiary services grant underspent by R 4 017 or 0.00042% of the R 944 million 

allocated to the grant with failure to procure minor medical and allied equipment (radiation and 

radiation oncology equipment) due to delays in a bid being outlined as the reasons for the 

grants performance. The department went on to outline that the reasons for the deviation from 

the performance of the grant was due to an increase in patients needing services amidst 

unavailable resources24.  

The Heath Facilities Revitalization grant and the Human Papilloma Vaccine grant were fully 

spent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
23 Eastern Cape Department of Health 2018/19 annual report P. 178 
24 Ibid P. 180  

http://www.echealth.gov.za/index.php/document-library/annual-reports/send/5-annual-reports/1017-eastern-cape-health-annual-report-2018-2019
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Chart 5- Conditional Grant Allocation vs Expenditure (Eastern Cape EC, Free State FS, 

Northern Cape NC and North West NW):  

 

2018/19 

R'000 

Health 
Professional 
training and 
Development 
Grant  

Comprehensive 
HIV/AIDS and TB 
Grant  

National 
Tertiary 
Services 
Grant  

Health 
Facilities 
Revitalisation 
Grant  

Human 
Papilloma 
Vaccine 
Grant 

EC Allocation  239 707 2 098 633 995 438 652 071 33 471 

EC Expenditure  n/a 2 057 286 n/a 664 756 31 670 

FS Allocation  175 599 1 199 425 1 077 070 576 362 11 608 

FS Expenditure  n/a 1 196 539 n/a 525 096 11 608 

NC Allocation  91 305 515 155 359 754 416 391 4 634 

NC Expenditure  n/a 513 513 n/a 416 320 4 601 

NW Allocation  126 107 1 315 304 283 055 585 886 13 264 

NW Expenditure n/a 1 342 796 n/a 582 301 13 263 

 

Chart 6 shows us the allocation and spending of five conditional grants for four provinces. The 

above mentioned four provinces have been selected in line with the provinces that the Auditor 

General has evaluated in his 2018/19 in accordance with the Public Finance Management Act 

(PFMA). There is no information regarding the expenditure for the professional training and 
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development grant and the national tertiary services grant in the provincial in-year 

publications. As such, there is no way of determining wether or not the grant underspent in 

the 2018/19 financial year.  

Conditional grants are allocated for purposes of meeting service delivery in the province and 

to carry out specific functions. In tracking the allocation and spending of grants, it’s important 

to consider whether the grant was sufficiently and efficiently utilized to achieve said function. 

Provincial department’s of health publish their annual reports in which they outline how much 

of the allocated budget the conditional grants have spent and whether in spending these 

amounts, the grant sufficiently and efficiently utilized the allocation to achieve their functions. 

The ECDoH is the only department whose website is up and running and on which, the annual 

report for the 2018/19 financial year can be obtained. As such and in determining to what 

extent the budget allocated to the various grants have been sufficiently and efficiently utilized, 

focus will be on the Eastern Cape alone.  

 

Eastern Cape:  

In the 2018/19 financial year, unspent conditional grants surrendered to the NDoH amounted 

to R 152.1 million25.  

In the Eastern Cape in the 2018/19 financial year, the Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant 

was allocated an amount of R 2 billion and by the fourth quarter, the grant underspent by an 

amount of R41.3 million. In contrast, the Health Facilities Revitilization grant had overspent by 

the fourth quarter in the same year in an amount of R 12.6 million of the R 652 million allocation 

it received. The Human Papilloma Vaccine grant underspent in the amount of R 1.8 million of 

the R 33.4 million that it was allocated. 

In the department’s annual report, the department outlines that the National Tertiary Servives 

grant was expected to provide designated central and national tertiary services to four facilities 

as per the service level agreement between the ECDoH and the NDoH. By the end of the 

financial year, the grant had been utilised to maintain and develop forty four tertiary services 

across the province. Without an explanation of the difference between “provide designated 

central services” and “maintain and develop tertiary services” it is difficult to determine if the 

function of the grant has been met. Furthermore, with no report on the grants expenditure 

performance for 2018/19 financial year outlined in the National Treasury’s in year publications, 

it is difficult to monitor the grant to determine if it was used to support the priority areas 

attached to conditon of the grant.  

The purpose of the comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant’s is to enable the health sector to 

develop and implement an effective response to HIV AIDS and TB; to fund community 

outreach services and to prevent and protect healthcare workers against exposures in the 

workplace. By the end of the financial year, the grant had strengthened health systems to 

support the HIV and AIDS programme.  

The 2018/19 Comprehensive HIV, AIDS and TB Grant Framework outlines priority areas that 

must be supported through the grant. The priority areas include- ART related interventions, 

                                                           
25 Eastern Cape Provincial Treasury combined statements for the year end 31 March 2019 (Accessed on 11 
December 2020 at file:///C:/Users/s1300014/Downloads/EC%20Provincial%20Treasury%20CFS%202019.pdf P. 
25 

file:///C:/Users/s1300014/Downloads/EC%20Provincial%20Treasury%20CFS%202019.pdf
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care and support, condom distribution, high transmission area interventions, post exposure 

prophylaxis, prevention of mother to child transmission, programme management 

strengthening (PMS), regional training centers, HIV counselling, testing and medical male 

circumcision and TB screening, prevention and treatment. For purposes of oversight, it is not 

enough for the department to report that it has “strengthened health systems to support the 

HIV and AIDS programme” without extensively outlining what this entails more so, with an 

underspend of R 41.3 million of its allocated budget. Furthermore, the grant strategic goal for 

the financial year was to implement the National Strategic Plan on the HIV, Sexually 

Transmitted Infections and Tuberculosis (TB) 2017 – 2022. In the department’s 2018/19 

annual report, under the section “reporting on conditional grants”, the department failed to 

report on its inability to meet its strategic goal.  

The department outlined in it’s annual report that the Health Facilities Revitilization grants 

purpose extends to new facilities completed, mintained, upgradted, renovated and 

comissioned. At the end of the year, the deaprtment reported that certain capital projects were 

completed, others were in the practical completion stage while others were at works 

completion stage. Without a definition of what “capital projects” are and an outline of the 

amount of projects that were supposed to have been completed, maintained, upgraded, 

renovated and commissioned- it is difficult to confirm whether the grant managed to achieve 

its intended functions. This lack of knowledge frustrates oversight.  

The Health Facilities Revitilization grant underpent R12.6 million in the 2018/19 financial year. 

The grant conditions as outlined in the grant framewok for the year in question, include “the 

utilization of a portion of grant funding for the appointment of public servants on permanent 

basis in line with human resource capacitation circular published by National Treasury”. The 

department failed to report on whether the grant was used to appoint public servants on a 

permanent basis and how many were appointed.  

The Human Papilloma grant’s purpose was to vaccinate 67 000 learners across the province 

in the financial year in question and to enable the health sector to prevent cervical cancer by 

making HPV vaccinations available for grade four school girls in all public and special schools. 

At the end of the year, the grant managed to vaccinate 84 954 leaners in the province. While 

the grant managed to vaccinate more than its intended taget of students, by the end of the 

financial year-the grant had not utilise the entirety of its allocated budget. Unspent grant 

allocations revert back to the National Revenue Fund in accordance with section 22 (1) of the 

Division of Revenue Act26. With a R1 .8 million underspend, it is not enough for the department 

to outline the amount of learners it managed to vaccinate without including the total number 

of leaners in public and special needs school. Furthermore, the grant framework outlines 

conditions that must be met by the grant which include social mobilization to promote the 

uptake of HPV vaccination to prevent cervical cancer. The department must report on this and 

state whether the social mobilization was achieved in the financial year in question specifying 

how much of the allocated budget was used on this versus how much was used for the 

vaccination.  

 

 

                                                           
26 Act 16 of 2019.  

https://www.parliament.gov.za/storage/app/media/Acts/2020/Act_4_of_2020_Division_of_Revenue_Act.pdf
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Free State:  

In its 2018/19 financial year, the Free State Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant was 

allocated an amount of R 1.1 billion and by the fourth quarter, the grant had underspent R2.8 

million. The Health Facilities Revitilization grant had underspent R 51.2 million of the R 567 

million allocation by the fourth quarter in the same year. The Human Papilloma Vaccine grant 

spent most of its allocated budget.  

Northern Cape:  

In the Northern Cape in the 2018/19 financial year- the Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB 

grant was allocated an amount of R 515 million and by the fourth quarter, the grant had 

underspent R 1.6 million. In contrast, the Health Facilities Revitilization grant had underspent  

R 71 thousand of the R 416 million allocation it received by the fourth quarter in the same 

year. The Human Papilloma Vaccine grant underspent R 33 thousand of the R 4.6 million that 

it was allocated. 

North West:  

In its 2018/19 financial year, the North West Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant was 

allocated an amount of R 1.3 billion and by the fourth quarter, the grant had overspent R27.4 

million. The Health Facilities Revitilization grant had underspent R 3.5 million of the R 585 

million allocation it received by the fourth quarter. The Human Papilloma Vaccine grant 

underspent R 1 000 of the R13.2 million that it was allocated.   

 

Auditor General’s report and conditional grants performance and expenditure 

The office of the Auditor General as a chapter 9 institution produces audit reports annually on 

all government departments, public entities, municipalities and public institutions. The audit 

outcomes are analyzed in general reports that cover the Public Finance Management Act 

(PFMA) and the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA)27.  

In the case of the MFMA general reports, the reports are an outcome of the audits conducted 

by the AG on local government entities, municipalities and municipal entities across the 

provinces. The PFMA general reports are an outcome of the audits conducted on national and 

provincial government departments and state-owned enterprises28.  

For the purposes of this review, the auditor general’s (AG) report in accordance with the Public 

Finance Management Act (PFMA) will be considered focusing on conditional grants. About 

reporting on conditional grant spending, the AG’s report touched on the following provinces, 

which will also be discussed here:  

- Eastern Cape  

- Free State  

- Northern Cape  

- North West 

                                                           
27 Auditor General Consolidated General Report on national and provincial spending outcomes 2017/18.  
28 Ibid  

https://www.agsa.co.za/Reporting/PFMAReports/PFMA2018-2019.aspx
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In the 2018/19 financial year, the AG recorded an amount of R 42.8 billion in irregular 

expenditure29, which was more than the R 36.8 billion  recorded in the 2016/17 financial year30.  

 

Eastern Cape:  

In the 2018/19 financial year, the AG recorded an amount of R 869 million in irregular 

expenditure. This amount was higher than the R 29 million recorded in the 2017/18 financial 

years. In its 2018/19 report, the AG outlines that a significant amount of the conditional grants 

were spent on infrastructure projects. The AG’s office noted delays in the completion of 

projects and variation in the orders of projects that resulted in the increased overall costs of 

the projects. An example given was the project for St Elizabeth Hospital. The original contract 

price was R152 million and the planned completion date was May 2017. The original contract 

was terminated by the contractor due to poor performance after R31 million had been paid.  A 

revised contract for R247 million was approved with a delayed planned completion date of 

September 2018. However, construction was still not complete at the end of the 2018/19 

financial year31.  

In the 2018/19 financial years, the province was allocated an amount of R 3.9 billion towards 

conditional grants for schedule 5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. An amount of R 

743 million was spent in the first quarter of the year- there was no record of spending under 

schedule 4 part A grants. In the fourth quarter of the financial year, the province has spent 

R2.7 million of its allocated budget32. The amounts outlined in Schedule 5 part A grants- there 

is no record of schedule 4 part A grant expenditure in the fourth quarter statements as 

published on the treasury website.  

In the 2019/20 financial year, the province was allocated an amount of R 4.5 billion towards 

health conditional grants schedule 5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. Of this 

amount, the province spent an amount of R 880 million in the first quarter of the year- there 

was no record of spending under schedule 4 part A grants in the fourth quarter33. The amounts 

outlined refer to Schedule 5 part A grant- there is no record as schedule 4 part A grant 

expenditure for the year outlined in the fourth quarter statements as published on the treasury 

website. 

Free State 

The AG reported an amount of R 2.6 billion in irregular expenditure in the 2018/19 financial 

year, which was an improvement from the 2017/18 financial year with a record of R 1.2 billion 

in irregular expenditure.  

While the conditional grants that did not do well fall outside of health, they are work mentioning. 

The AG reported that the conditional grants in Agriculture and Rural Development; Education; 

and Police, Roads and Transport were not used for their intended purpose. The AG reported 

material underspending in Agriculture and Rural Development; Social Development; and 

                                                           
29 Irregular expenditure is defined as  
30 Auditor General Consolidated General Report on national and provincial spending outcomes 2018/19 P. 142 
31 Ibid P. 143 
32 Provincial first and fourth quarter statements of receipts and payments as at March 2019 P. 13 
33 Ibid 

https://www.agsa.co.za/Reporting/PFMAReports/PFMA2018-2019.aspx
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Gazette%20-%20Provincial%201st%20Quarter%20Statement%20of%20Receipts%20and%20Payments%20ended%2030%20June%202018.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q4/Gazette%20-%20Provincial%204th%20Quarter%20Statement%20of%20Receipts%20and%20Payments%20ended%2031%20March%202019.pdf
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Sport, Arts, Culture and Recreation, which it contributed, said underspending to non-

compliance with sound project planning and management34.  

In the 2018/19 financial year, the province was allocated an amount of R 3 billion for schedule 

5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. The province spent an amount of R302 million 

in the first quarter- there was no recording of spending for the schedule 4 part A grants and R 

1.7 billion in the fourth quarter35. The amounts outlined refer to Schedule 5 part A grant- there 

is no record as schedule 4 part A grant expenditure for the year outlined in the fourth quarter 

statements as published on the treasury website. 

In the 2019/20 financial year, the province was allocated an amount of R 3.1 billion schedule 

5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. The province spent an amount of R 307 million 

in the first quarter- there was no recording of spending for the schedule 4 part A grants and R 

1.7 billion in the fourth quarter36. The amounts outlined refer to Schedule 5 part A grant- there 

is no record as schedule 4 part A grant expenditure for the year outlined in the fourth quarter 

statements as published on the treasury website. 

Northern Cape  

In the Northern Cape, the office of AG audited 35 key projects at 10 provincial departments in 

accordance with the evaluation of grant management. These projects were funded by 

conditional grants. The AG does not outline which key projects were considered and which 

conditional grants funded by the projects however, the AG does stipulate that “planned targets 

or key milestones that were not achieved and supply chain no major strides made – could still 

be slippery 168 management prescripts that were not complied with when spending project 

funds”37.  

In the 2018/19 financial year, the AG recorded an amount of R 584.9 million in irregular 

expenditure, which was higher than the 2017/18 financial year, which recorded an amount of 

R 715 million in irregular expenditure. 

In the same year, the province was allocated  R 1.3 billion towards health conditional grants 

schedule 5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. Of this amount, the province spent an 

amount of R 271 million in the first quarter of the year and R 934 million in the fourth quarter38. 

The amounts outlined refer to Schedule 5 part A grant- there is no record as schedule 4 part 

A grant expenditure for the year outlined in the fourth quarter statements as published on the 

treasury website.  

In the 2019/20 financial year, the province was allocated an amount of R 1.4 billion for health 

schedule 5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. The province spent an amount of R 

220 million in the first quarter due to their having been no recording of spending for the 

schedule 4 part A grants and R1.0 billion in the fourth quarter39. The amounts outlined refer to 

Schedule 5 part A grant- there is no record as schedule 4 part a grant expenditure for the year 

outlined in the fourth quarter statements as published on the treasury website.  

 

                                                           
34 Auditor General Consolidated General Report on national and provincial spending outcomes 2018/19 P. 167 
35 Provincial first and fourth quarter statements of receipts and payments as at March 2019 P.13 
36 Ibid P.   
37 Ibid P. 167 
38 Provincial first and fourth quarter statements of receipts and payments as at March 2019 P.13 
39 Ibid P.   

https://www.agsa.co.za/Reporting/PFMAReports/PFMA2018-2019.aspx
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Gazette%20-%20Provincial%201st%20Quarter%20Statement%20of%20Receipts%20and%20Payments%20ended%2030%20June%202018.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q4/Gazette%20-%20Provincial%204th%20Quarter%20Statement%20of%20Receipts%20and%20Payments%20ended%2031%20March%202019.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Gazette%20-%20Provincial%201st%20Quarter%20Statement%20of%20Receipts%20and%20Payments%20ended%2030%20June%202018.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q4/Gazette%20-%20Provincial%204th%20Quarter%20Statement%20of%20Receipts%20and%20Payments%20ended%2031%20March%202019.pdf
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North West 

In the North West, the AG reported that during the 2018/19 financial year, the AG’s offices 

tested spending on the key programmes relating to school infrastructure development, 

housing development finance, the expanded public works programme and HIV/Aids, where 

the departments spent R3 986 million of the R4 183 million (95%) conditional grants received. 

The AG did not outline which conditional grants were specifically considered and in which 

sector however, the AG identified projects where poor project management and a lack of 

adequate monitoring of project deliverables resulted in poor-quality work performed by 

contractors40. 

In the 2018/19 financial year, the AG recorded an amount of R 3.2 billion in irregular 

expenditure, which was higher than the R 131.6 million in irregular expenditure recorded in 

the 2017/18 financial year.   

In the 2018/19 financial year, the province was allocated an amount of R 2.3 billion for 

conditional grants in health schedule 5 part A grants and schedule 4 part A grants. The 

province spent R340 million in the first quarter and R 1.9 million in the fourth quarter. The 

amounts outlined refer to Schedule 5 part A grant- there is no record of schedule 4 part A 

grant expenditure for the year outlined in the fourth quarter statements as published on the 

Treasury website.  

 

Chart 7- Conditional Grant Allocation vs Expenditure (Eastern Cape EC, Free State FS, 

Northern Cape NC and North West NW):  

 

 

                                                           
40 Auditor General Consolidated General Report on national and provincial spending outcomes 2018/19 P. 172 
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2019/20 

R'000 

Health 
Professional 
training and 
Development 
Grant  

Comprehensive 
HIV/AIDS and TB 
Grant  

National 
Tertiary 
Services 
Grant  

Health 
Facilities 
Revitalisation 
Grant  

Human 
Papilloma 
Vaccine 
Grant 

EC Allocation  253 131 2 397 703 995 438 990 988 32 405 

EC Expenditure  n/a 2 393 309 n/a 964 339 28 238 

FS Allocation  185 430 1 331 235 1 137 386 498 713 9 124 

FS Expenditure  n/a 1 262 366 n/a 470 973 7 740 

NC Allocation  97 132 596 276 378 323 386 706 3 643 

NC Expenditure  n/a 599 645 n/a 391 338 3 584 

NW Allocation  132 452 1 475 402 300 482 508 549 10 426 

NW Expenditure n/a 1 475 276 n/a 446 520 10 426 
 

Eastern Cape:  

In the Eastern Cape in the 2019/20 financial year, the Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant 

was allocated an amount of R 2.3 billion and by the fourth quarter, the grant had underspent 

R4.3 million. The Health Facilities Revitilization grant underspent R 626 million of the R 990 

million allocation it received in the fourth quarter in the same year. The Human Papilloma 

Vaccine grant underspent R 4.1 million of the R 32.4 million that it was allocated. At this point 

and due to the fact that the 2019/20 ECDoH’s annual report has not been published and made 

available to public, there is no way to know the extent to which the conditional grants outlined 

above have been able to meet the conditions and strategic goals of the grants. As such, it 

becomes difficult to determine whether the grants managed to effectively and efficiently utilise 

the allocated budget when explaining the underspending that inevitably reverts to the National 

Revenue Fund.  

Free State:  

In its 201/20 financial year, the Free State Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant was 

allocated an amount of R 1.3 billion and by the fourth quarter, the grant had underspent R68 

million. The Health Facilities Revitilization grant had underspent R 27.7 million of the R 498 

million allocation it received by the fourth quarter in the same year. The Human Papilloma 

Vaccine underspent R 1.3 million of the R 9.1 million that it was allocated.   

Northern Cape:  

In the Northern Cape in the 2019/20 financial year, the Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB 

grant was allocated an amount of R 596 million and by the fourth quarter, the grant had 

overspent R 3.3 million. The Health Facilities Revitilization grant had overspent R 4.6 million 

of the R 386 million allocation it received by the fourth quarter in the same year.The Human 

Papilloma Vaccine grant underspent R 59 000 of the R 3.6 million that it was allocated. 
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North West:  

In its 2019/20 financial year, the North West Comprehensive HIV/AIDS and TB grant was 

allocated an amount of R 1.4 billion and by the fourth quarter, the grant had overspent R 126 

000. The Health Facilities Revitilization grant had underspent R 62 million of the R 508 million 

allocation it received by the fourth quarter in the same year. The Human Papilloma Vaccine 

grant spent the entirety of the amount allocated.  

As mentioned above, the 2019/20 annual report of the ECDoH has not yet been published 

and uploaded onto the departmen’ts website. As such, it is not possible consider what the 

grants have been able to achieve in determining if the grants efficiently and sufficiently utilized 

their allocated budgets.  
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Table 7 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) Adjustment to Conditional 

Grants 2020/21 

 

Appropriations 

Special 

Appropriations

Adjustment 

Appropriations Roll overs

Unforseeable/

Unavoidable 

Virements 

and shifts 

Declared 

unspent 

funds 

Other 

adjustments

Total second 

adjustment 

appropriations 

Adjusted 

Appropriations 

- - - - - - -1 833 -1 833 220 983

- -604 711 - - - - -168 986 -168 986 20 377 502

- - - - - - -964 -964 116 234

- - - 213 317 - - -19 607 193 764 2 577 764

- - - - - - -4 211 -4 211 507 778

- 3 450 537 - - - - -28 379 -28 379 3 422 158

- - - - - - -55 710 -55 710 14 013 153

- - - - - - -52 371 -52 371 6 315 281

- - - 180 200 - - -25 514 154 868 4 309 290

- - - - - - -42 376 -42 376 246 464

Health facility 

revitalisation 

grant (direct)  6 367 652

Statutory human 

resources, 

training and 

development grant  4 154 604

National health 

insurance grant 288 840

HIV, TB, malaria and 

community 

outreach 

grant: Malaria 

elimination 

component 17 198

2 384 000

511 989

-

14 068 863

HIV, TB, malaria and 

community 

outreach grant: 

Community 

outreach services 

component 

HIV, TB, malaria and 

community 

outreach grant: TB 

component 
HIV, TB, malaria and 

community 

outreach grant: 

COVID‐19 

component

National 

tertiary 

services grant

R'000

HIV, TB, malaria and 

community 

outreach 

grant: Human 

papillomavirus 

vaccine component 222 816

HIV, TB, malaria and 

community 

outreach grant: HIV 

and AIDS 

component 21 151 199

Second Adjustment Appropriations 

2021/21
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COVID-19 adjustments and what they mean for Conditional grants 

While historically, health has been considered a priority area in the budget process, this year; 
it seems that there was no department unaffected by the budget cuts and reprioritizations. 
 

While the health budget has increased each year, the increases have been in nominal and not 

real terms. What this means is that for years the health budget has failed to increase enough 

to meet the growing demands of health spending and the growing costs of healthcare. On the 

29 October, the Budget Justice Coalition (BJC) stated that “Per capita spend on health care 

has been declining since 2014/15. The state has been underinvesting in critical parts of our 

public health care system, including facility maintenance and medical equipment and supplies, 

which will have ramifications for how we are able to handle this crisis. In the 2020 Budget, 

expenditure on health was planned to increase only by 0.6% in real terms over the next three 

years, which is 1.2% below population growth. This increase also does not reflect the rising 

cost of health – medical price inflation remains higher than CPI inflation. Now, more than ever, 

we need adequate resourcing for our health system, which is overburdened and deeply 

unequal”. 

A look at health spending between the 2019/20 and 2020/21 financial years indicates spending 

at the end of the 2019/20 was at R26, 2 billion that was more than was allocated resulting in 

the department spending 101% of its budget.  Spending in the first half of 2020/21 is R 7, 2 

billion, R244 000 less than was spent in 2019/20.  

Conditional grants have various functions and are supposed to assist with service delivery at 

a local government level. The MTBPS brings with it cuts to provincial equitable shares in an 

amount of R 60 billion in the coming year and conditional grants in an amount of R 12.1 billion 

over the medium term. With respect to the reductions to conditional grants, these are made 

proportionately across provinces as much as possible. Provincial conditional grants are 

reduced by R1.3 billion across all department.  

The following are reductions to conditional grants in health:  

- R52 million is reduced from the Health Facility Revitalization grant;  

- R224 million is reduced from the HIV, TB, Malaria and Community Outreach grant;  

- R42 million is reduced from the National Health Insurance grant;  

- R26 million is reduced from the Statutory Human Resources, Training and 

Development grant and  

- R240 million is reduced from the National Health Insurance: Indirect grant. 

The cuts to the provincial equitable share and conditional grants will no doubt affect social 

services where they are most needed and undermine other access to heath for a large majority 

of the population. More and not less spending is required to be able to address issues in the 

health sector that include shortages in healthcare personnel, Emergency Medical Services 

(EMS) on the roads, access to Primary Healthcare Services (PHC) provided by mobile clinics 

that are supposed to bridge the gap between PHC and communities, shortages in essential 

medication and the list goes on.  

With less available for service delivery, the extent to which the severe disruptions to services 

for the prevention and treatment of Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs) under COVID can 

be addressed will be affected. There may be delays to department plans and objectives over 

the current and forthcoming financial years. 
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Conclusion:  

A combination of own revenue and intergovernmental transfers- equitable share allocations 

and conditional grants, are used to fund service delivery at sub-national level. At a provincial 

and municipal level, conditional grants are used to provide public services to communities at 

comparable tax rates regardless of where one resides. Conditional grants contribute towards 

service provision at a provincial and municipal level.  

In light of the above and remembering that conditional grants assist with service delivery, for 

the 2018/19 and 2019/20 financial years, there have been substantial underspending of 

conditional grants, which means that unspent funds are being returned to the National 

Treasury Fund unused. Where conditional grants have met their conditions and strategic goals 

and have effectively and efficiently utilized allocated budgets to bring about service delivery, 

the return of unused funds may not affect service delivery. In instances where conditional 

grants have failed to meet conditions and strategic objectives, the return of unspent funds 

means less funds utilized for service delivery.  

As long as conditional grants expenditure results in the under/overspending of allocated 

budget, service delivery where it is needed the most will continue to be affected. It is not 

enough for departments to explain the misuse of public resources where there has been 

over/underspending if the explanation given is not sufficient. While there are service delivery 

objectives that have been met through the use of conditional grants, conditional grants usage 

must be optimal. This means that budget allocated towards conditional grants must meet the 

strategic objectives and conditions of the conditional grant.  

Stricter administration over the expenditure of conditional grants must be accompanied by 

oversight at a provincial legislature level. Accounting officers must be held to account for 

underspending of conditional grants and provincial departments asked to submit improvement 

plans charting a more effective way forward. Continuous oversight over projects covered by 

conditional grants ensures that where grants are failing, these failings are picked up quickly 

and control mechanisms implemented to prevent conditional grants from achieving their 

service delivery objectives.  

Where conditional grants are failing to either perform or adhere to conditions that are attached 

to them, there must be a thorough analysis of conditional grant performance before reductions 

or cuts take place. Once the reductions or cuts have taken place, the grant must be monitored 

and evaluated to determine if the effect of the cuts and whether the grant performs better or 

not.   

 

The Auditor General has outlined issues with conditional grant spending. These issues relate 

to poor project management and lack of close monitoring of conditional grant spending, 

misuse of conditional grants outside of their intended purpose and delay in carrying out 

projects where conditional grant funding is used and failure to achieve goals.  

 

The recent tabling of the Medium Term Budget and Policy Statement (MTBPS) painted grim 

pictures of cuts to conditional grants in the MTEF. Provincial departments and municipalities 

will see cuts to conditional grant allocations that will no doubt affect their ability to provide 

various services. It is important that departments review their plans to determine the extent to 

which these cuts may influence service delivery plans and objectives going forward. 
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Department planning documentation needs to be revised considering the cuts to grant 

allocation so as to determine how best to ensure that service delivery is not impacted.  

To get a better picture of the state of conditional grants in light of recent cuts to conditional 

grants allocations, better management and reporting of both conditional grant spending and 

performance is essential.  Failure to ensure  better management, oversight and reporting on 

conditional grants could see continued mismanagement of conditional grants expenditure 

which would result in those that rely on these grants suffering the most. 
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